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DLWA The wide eye 
is an optical wide angle attach-
ment for classic dedolight and 
Sundance DLH200DT dedolight. 
A special negative lens widens 
the maximum angle from 48° to 
80°. Wide angle focusing still 
possible. Integrated 8 leaf barn 
door for precision control.

DBD8 Standard eight leaf barn 
door with gel clips
Small leaves have two helper 
leaves to eliminate unwanted light 
exit. Each large leaf has two clips 
for attachment of gel filters. Use of 
gels (blue, ND, dark colors) with 
this barn door (instead of filter 
holder) extends the gel life when 
used on Aspherics2 light heads.
Weight: 119 g (4.2 oz.)

DBD2 Super barn door
A twelve leaf barn door designed 
for precision work. 
A unique patented system which 
allows individual rotation of each 
main leaf to create trapezoidal 
shapes when lighting rectangular 
objects from off  -   axis angle. 
Leaves are 25.4  - 80 mm 
(1 " - 31/8 " ) longer than standard 
to provide better shadow definiti-
on. Both smaller leaves are fitted 
with four spring loaded helper 
leaves to ensure that no unwanted 
light escapes. 
Weight: 169 g (6 oz.)

DPLS Light shield ring
Prevents stray light from exiting 
light head when no filter 
accessory is used.
Weight: 19 g (0.6 oz.)

DFH Gel filter holder
Accepts any type of heat 
resistant gel filter.
Size: 7,6 x 7,6 cm (3 x 3 " )
Weight: 20 g (0.7 oz.)

DSCFS Full scrim, single
Light reduction of 43 % (3/4 stop).

DSCFD Full scrim, double 
Light reduction of 55 % 
(~1.2 stops).

DSCS1/2 Half scrim, single
Reduces light for approxi  -  mately 
half angle of light output. 360° 
rotatable.

DSCD1/2 Half scrim, double

DSCG Graduated scrim
Allows lighting with a gentle blend 
of three intensities. 360° rotatable.

DSCK Scrim kit
Includes DSCFS, DSCFD, 
DSCS1/2, DSCD1/2 and 
DSCG.

DSCP Scrim pouch
Textile pouch accepts several 
scrims, with strap to hang on 
stands and "belt" to store 
clothespins.

DPACP Accessory pouch 
For Imager/Projection attachment, 
four compartments for gobos, 
scrims, filters, framing shutters, etc.

DSCGP Gobo, scrim 
and gel pouch

DGRADF03, DGRADF06, 
DGRADF09
Graduated, neutral gray 
glass filters
with dichroic coating.
Soft edge transition from clear 
glass to neutral gray, available in 
three densities. NDO3 (one stop), 
NDO6 (two stops), NDO9 (three 
stops). Great help in smoothing 
light distribution when lighting 
from an angle.


